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Let L be the transition rule of a cellular automaton which is linear modulo 2. Associated to 
L there is defined a compact subspace of Euclidean space related to the behavior of L under itera- 
tion. It is seen that this subspace can have fractional Hausdorff dimension. 
1. Introduction 
Let L be the transition rule of a cellular automaton and let o be a configuration. 
Thus a may be considered an assignment of a zero or a one to each square of an 
infinite n-dimensional checkerboard; and L assigns to o a new configuration Lw in 
a systematic way. (More details are given in Section 2.) Our general problem is to 
study the sequence w, Lo, L2w = L(Lo), L3w, . . . . 
In this paper we define an invariant of L in the case where L is ‘linear’. We call 
this invariant lim L, and it is a compact subset of lR”+t. It turns out that lim L can 
be a ‘fractal’; i.e., its Hausdorff dimension need not be integral. Thus for Example 
4.2 lim L has dimension log, 3, while for Example 4.3 it has dimension log:(l + 1/5). 
The author finds it intriguing that such numbers arise as invariants of such simple 
cellular automata. Example 4.2 is merely a mod 2 analogue of Pascal’s triangle. 
The definition of lim L is somewhat complicated. Essentially, if o is any finite 
nonzero configuration, one can consider, for any p, putting a copy of w below a 
copy of Lo below a copy of L20 below a copy of L30... below a copy of Lzpco. 
Thus one obtains a partial ‘graph’ of L, called FZPw. Consider this as a subset of 
IR n+l by identifying a ‘square’ to which 1 has been assigned with the lattice vector 
indexing the square. Rescale by division by the scalar 2p, yielding F’“w/~~. Then 
lim L is the set of limit points of the sets F2P~/2P for p= 1,2, . . . . It turns out, 
surprisingly, that lim L is independent of the choice of w, for w finite and nonzero. 
It describes, roughly, the appearance of F”w, by F2”w =2P.lim L for large p. 
Thus the invariance of lim L indicates that the gross appearance of FZPw is inde- 
pendent of w, as long as w is finite and nonzero and p is large. 
The prominence of powers of 2 may be explained by the fact that L is assumed 
linear in a sense using arithmetic module 2. Arithmetic mod 2 is natural since 
squares are assigned only zeroes or ones. 
This paper continues the method of Willson [IO] to study cellular automata via 
certain geometric invariants. Unlike the other paper, however, this one applies to 
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linear automata. Linear automata have been studied in Amoroso and Cooper [l], 
Ostrand [7], Barto (21. A general method of constructing limits possibly of frac- 
tional dimension has recently been investigated by Dekking [3]; the approach here 
differs in that we make essential use of the cellular automata structure while 
Dekking considers operations on finite sequences of symbols and a geometric 
realization of these. 
In Section 2 we present he basic notions and define lim L. In Section 3 we prove 
the invariance of lim L. In Section 4 we consider the Hausdorff dimension of lim L 
and present some examples. 
2. Basic notions 
Let n be a fixed positive integer; R” is Euclidean space of dimension n; Z”ClR” 
is the set of points all of whose coordinates are integers; Z/2 denotes the integers 
mod 2. 
Definitions. A configuration w on Z” is a map o : Z” - Z/2. We denote the set of 
all configurations on Z” by 9”. A configuration o is finite provided o(u)= 1 for 
only finitely many u. The configuration 0 assigns 0 to all u E Z”. The configuration 
6 is defined by 6(u) = 1 if u = (O,O, .. . , 0) and 6(u) = 0 otherwise. We define two kinds 
of addition: If w, r E b” we may define w + r E d” by (cu + r)(u) = o(u) + r(u) mod 2 
for u E Z”. If w E .P” and u E Z”, we may define the translate of w by u as w + u 
where (w + u)(w) = w(w - u). 
To each configuration w we associate a subset of Z”C IR” by saying w(u) = 1 if 
and only if u lies in that subset. It turns out that there is no confusion in writing 
w for that subset of H”. Thus w(u)= 1 iff UE w; and a configuration w may be 
interpreted geometrically as a subset w of Z”. Equivalently, w is an assignment of 
zero or one to each square of an n-dimensional checkerboard; and w is also re- 
garded as the set of squares to which the value one has been assigned. 
Definition. A transition rule F on 3” is a map F : 3” + 9” such that (1) F(0) = 0; 
and (2) there exist ul, . . . , u, E Z” and a map f : (Z/2)m -, Z/2 [where (iU2Y denotes 
the m-tuples of integers mod 21 such that (Fw)(u) =f(w(u + u,), . . . , w(u + 0,)) for 
all UEZ”, w E 3”. We call f the generating function for F. The iterates Fq are 
defined by Few = w, F’w =Fw, F’w=F(Fw), F3w= F(F’w), etc. Note that F is 
necessarily invariant under translation in the sense that F(w+ u)=(Fw)+u for 
WE.?, UEZ?. 
Definition. The transition rule F on 9” is linear provided its generating function 
f is linear; or equivalently, provided F(w + T) = Fo + Fr for w, r E 3”. Here we use 
arithmetic mod 2. 
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Linear transition rules have been studied by Barto [2], Ostrand [7], and Amoroso 
and Cooper [ 11. Among their properties are the following, which are easy to verify: 
Proposition 2.1. Let L : d” + .Y” be a linear transition rule. Then the following 
are true: 
(1) For any positive integer q. Lq is linear. 
(2) If o E LS, then 20 E L2S; conversely if w E L2S, then +w E L6. 
(3) More generally, v E L6 iff 2qv E L2”6. 
(4) If OE 3”, then Lo= C,,, L(6+ w); hence LOG U,,, L(d+ w). 
We note that in (2) and (3), the 2 and 3 refer to scalar multiplication; thus 
2fJ=lJ+vEm”. 
Definition. Let L be a transition rule on 9”. We define a transition rule F on 
.Y’+‘, called the graph of L, as follows: Write elements of R”” as (u,r) where 
u E IR”, rE R. Let I : (iZ/2)m -, Z/2 be the generating function for L, so 
(Lw)(u) = I(~(u+v~),...,w(u+v,)) when OE~“. 
Now define Fr, for T E Y’+‘, by setting (Fs)(u, r) = 1 if r(v, r) = 1; while if r(v, r) = 0, 
set 
(Fr)(u,r) = I(r(u+vl,r-1),r(v+v2,r-l),.,.,S(v+u,,r-1)). 
Let F be the graph of L. The natural embedding of Z” in Z?‘+’ takes (a,, . . ..a.,) 
to (a,, . . . . a,,O); this induces an inclusion 3"~ .F+', by regarding w E .Y as a 
subset of Z”, hence a subset of Z?‘+’ via the natural embedding, hence an element 
of .P+‘. Thus FPo is defined if w E 3”. For any w E Y”, for any positive integer 
p, and for any integer q so O<qSp, we see that (u,q) E FPw iff UE Lqw. This 
equivalence is the basic property of F and explains the use of the term ‘graph’. 
In order to define our invariant, we need the notion of Kuratowski limits: (See 
Kuratowski [5; pp. 241-2501 or Salinetti and Wets [9].) 
Definition. Let X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of subsets of IR”. Define 
lim inf XP = {xc R”: there exists a sequence xP E X, for p = 1,2, . . . 
such that lim xP =x}, 
P-m 
lim sup X, = {xE P: there exists a sequence of positive integers pi 
so pi -+ 00 as i+ CO and a sequence Xi E XP, 
such that lim xi =x}. 
j-m 
Clearly lim inf XP c lim.sup XP. If they are equal we denote them both by IimX,. 
It is not hard to show that each is a closed subset of fR”. 
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We can now define the invariant which is the main object of study in this paper: 
Definition. Let L : 3” h.1’” be a linear transition rule. Let F be the graph of L and 
let w E .P”. Define lim inf(L, w) to be lim infX, and define lim sup(L, w) to be 
limsupX, where XP=(1/2P)F’P~~?ni’. Here FtPw is regarded as a subset of 
IR “+I, and each vector in FzPw is being multiplied by the scalar (1/2p). 
Clearly, if w is finite, it follows lim inf(L, w) and lim sup(L, w) are compact 
subsets of KY’+‘. It will be proved in Section 3 that lim inf(L, w) = lim sup(L, w) if 
w is finite and nonzero; moreover this subset of IR”+’ will be independent of w. 
Thus there exists a compact subspace of IF?“+‘, which we call lim L, such that 
lim L = lim inf(L, w) = lim sup(L, w) for any finite nonzero 0. 
3. Invariance of lim L 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem: Throughout the sec- 
tion, L : .9” --* 2” is linear, F: .9”+’ + Y’*’ is the graph of L, and Z” is regarded a 
subset of Z!“+’ by the natural inclusion (whence PC .F’+‘). 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose w E .?” is finite and nonzero. Then 
lim inf (L, w) = lim sup(L, w) = lim inf (L, 6) = lim sup(L, 6). 
We call this common subset of Z’+’ by the name lim L. The theorem implies 
that lim L depends only on L. It is essential in Theorem 3.1 that w E 3” and not 
merely 3” + ’ . Thus in Example 4.4 we give a finite nonzero w E 9”+’ so that 
liminf(1/2P)F2Pw#limL. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will occupy a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. If u E Z", then lim inf (L, w + u) = lim inf (L, w). Thus lim inf(L, w) is 
invariant under translation of w. 
Proof. Since F is invariant under translation, 
lim inf(L, w + v) = lim inf F2’(w + t.~)/2~ =lim inf((F2”w) + IJ)/~~ 
= lim inf FzPw/ZP = lim inf (L, w). Z 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose w E 3” is finite and nonzero. Then 
lim inf (L, 0) = lim inf (L, 6). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we may assume OE w. We first prove that lim inf(L,6) C 
lim inf (L, w). Suppose (x, r) E lim inf (L, a), where x E IR”, r E II?. Then there exists a 
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sequence (x,, rp) E FzP6 so that (.Q, rp)/2p - (s, r) as p --) CQ. Since F is the graph of 
L, .~,EL”PB. Since L is linear, for any a we see 2’,u,~ L”‘pS by Proposition 2.1. 
Choose LI so large that 2’>2d(w) [where d(w) is the diameter of w]. Since the 
elements of L’o6 have distance at least 1 from each other, it follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.1 that the elements of L’““p6 have distance at least 2’ from each other. 
Hence the sets w + u, where u ranges over the elements of LzurG, are pairwise dis- 
joint. Since 
L’U”Ow = Lzarp (&(a+ 4) =;w(L’%+w) 
= c c (d+o+w)= c (w+u) 
WEW osL:*‘aj b E L:+Pci 
and the latter sets are pairwise disjoint, we conclude 
L~arw = u (w+ 0). 
0 E L:+Q 
Since 2’xp E LzyrpS and 0 E o, it follows 2”.up ELzurw, whence (2”x,, 2”rJ E FZYZP~. 
Thus 
lim (2”x,, 2°rP)/(2u2P) = (x, r) E lim inf (L, 0) 
p-01 
and lim inf(L, 6) c lim inf(L, w). 
We now prove that lim inf (L, o) c lim inf (L, 6). Suppose (x, r) E lim inf (L, CO). 
Then there exists a sequence (xp, rP) E FZpw so (-up, rP)/2p -, (x, r). Then xp E Lrw c 
U,,, L”46 + u) by Proposition 2.1. Hence we may choose up E w so xp E L’p(6 + v,), 
or equivalently xp - u,, E L’4. Hence (xp - up, rP) E F’“6 and 
lim(x, - upI rP)/2P = (x, r) c lim inf (L, a), 
since the vectors u,, in w are bounded. a 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose w E 3” is finite and nonzero. Then 
lim sup@, 0) = lim sup(L, 6). 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose (x, q) E F’“E. Then (x, q)/2’E lim inf (L, 6). 
Proof. If (x, q) E F2a6, then XE Lq6, whence 2px~ Lzpq6 by Proposition 2.1. Thus 
(2px, 2pq) E FZp2’S and 
lim (2px,2pq)/(2p2u) = (x,q)/Z’Eliminf(L,6). El 
P-m 
Lemma 3.6. lim inf (L, 6) = lim sup(L, 6). 
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Proof. It is immediate that lim inf (L, 6) c lim sup(L, 6). Conversely, suppose (x, r) E 
lim sup& 6). Then there is a sequence (x,, r,) E F”“‘6 so that (xj, r,)/2’P~’ -+ (x, r) 
andp,+ 03 as i-+a. By Lemma 3.5, (xj,r,)/2 (PJ)E lim inf(L,6). Since lim inf(L,G) 
is closed, it follows that (x,r)~ lim inf(L,6). 3 
Theorem 3.1 follows directly from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6. 
4. The Hausdorff dimension of lim L 
In this section we show that if L : .9” -t .B” is linear, then lim L C lR”+’ can have 
fractional Hausdorff dimension. 
We shall use the notation of Hurewicz and Wallman [4; pp. 102-1071. (A much 
more detailed account is given in Rogers [8].) Suppose XClR”+’ and suppose 
0 5 d< 00. Given E > 0, we set m:(X) = inf I,“=, (d(Aj))d where d indicates diameter 
and Xc A, UA2U.+- while d(Aj)<E for all i. We call C (n(Aj))d a d-sum. Define 
m,(X) = supE,O m:(X). One can see that there is a unique D, OsD%n+l so 
md (X) = 00 for d < D and md(X) = 0 for d > D. This value D is called the Huusdorff 
dimension of X, and we write it gdimX (for ‘geometric’ dimension). 
Our first result is a lemma for computing g lim x in a special situation. It is 
a special case of the folklore rule of thumb that ‘similarity dimension’ equals 
Hausdorff dimension (see Mandelbrot [6]). 
Theorem 4.1. Let XC R” be compact. 
(i) Suppose for some integer a 12 and vectors uI, . . . , u, we have aX E 
Uy=, (X+ Ui). Then g dim X5 log, m. 
(ii) Suppose for some integer a? 2 and for integer vectors vlr . . . , v, which are 
pairwise distinct mod a we have aXa Uy=, (X+ Uj). Then gdimX?log,m. 
(iii) If aX = Uy= 1 (X+ uj) where a and the Uj are as in (ii), then g dim X = log, m. 
Proof. (i) We show that if D>log,m, then m&X)=0. Let {Ci:i= l,...,r) be a 
finite cover of X with corresponding D-sum x:=, d(Cj)D = N and n(Cj) < K for all 
i. Since Xc UT=, ((1/0)X+ (Uj/a)), we see 
{(l/a)Cj+(u~/Q):i=l,..., r;j=l,..., m} 
is also a cover of X, each member of which has diameter < (l/a)K, and whose 
D-sum equals 
C d((l/a)Cj+(ui/a))o= C (l/a)Dd(Cj)D = (m/aD)N. 
1. I i. I
By iterating this argument, we see that for each p, X has a cover, each element of 
which has diameter less than (I/Q)~K and whose D-sum equals (m/aD)PN. Since 
D>log,m, and az2, it easily follows that m&X)=0. 
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We conclude g dim XI log, m. 
(ii) We suppose D< log,m and prove m&X) > 0. It will then follow that 
g dim Xr log, m and the proof will be complete. 
Suppose {C;:i=l,..., r} is a cover of X satisfying d(C)<& for each i, with 
D-sum C O(Ci)D=N; we show N is bounded away from 0. Choose a positive 
number K such that any set of diameter less than K meets X+& for at most B 
different i, where Ai ranges over all integer vectors of R”. For any positive integer 
p consider the sets (aPCj:i= 1, . . ..f). a cover of aPX. Note 
a’X 2 U a(X+ vi) = IJ (ax+ au;) > U (X+ Uj + aoi); 
more generally, 
aPX>U(X+ui,+au~~+a2ui,+~--iaPe’ujP). 
Since the vectors ui are distinct moda, it is easy to see that the vectors IJ;, + 
i7Uiz+.**+a p-‘uc are all distinct, hence mp in number. 
Choose a positive integer q so that (aD/m)4S(1/B). We show that Nz(K/a”)” 
proving that N is bounded away from 0. Two cases arise: Either (1) the maximal 
diameter of all Ci is less than K/aq; or else (2) that diameter is zK/aq. In case (2), 
we see Nz(K/a*)* directly. In case (l), we observe that by the definition of K, 
each set a”C, meets at most B of the sets X+ ui, +au;, -t -.+ + aq-‘ui7. Let 
Then 
A(i,, . . . . i4) = {j:a4Cj meets X+Uj,+t7Ui2+*~*+aq-‘Ujq}. 
c 
(1) . .. . . iJ 
c d(a”q)*S Baq*N. 
jcA(i ,,..., i,) 
Since there are precisely rnq such (i,, . . . , i,), there exists at least one (i,, . . . , i4) so that 
c 
IErl(l,,....i,) 
d(a’C’)* 5 B(aD/m)4NI N, 
the last inequality by the choice of q. Thus, regarding X+ Ui, + 0.. + a‘7-‘uiq as 
another copy of X, we see that, in case (1) X has a new cover (via translates of cer- 
tain aqCi) with D-sum IN, and for which the minimal diameter of an element is 
at least a4 times the minimal diameter of an element of the original cover. This new 
cover falls into either case (1) or case (2), and we can repeat the argument. Since 
the original cover was finite ultimately we find a cover satisfying case (2), whence 
Nk(K/a”)*. Thus mD(X)z(K/a4)*>0 and the proof of (ii) is complete. 
Part (iii) is an immediate consequence. ‘7 
Example 4.2. Let n = 1. Define L : 8’ -3’ by (Lo)(u)=o(u)+o(u-l)mod2, 
for u EZ’. Then L is linear and g dim(lim L) = log2 3. 
Proof. We shall only sketch the proof. Let X = lim L. Then clearly XC {(x, r) : 01 
TI 1). We shall see that X equals the union of +X, +X+(0,+), +X+ (+,_Cj. Hence 
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2X=XU(X+(O, l))U(X+(l, 1)). Theorem 4.1 then applies to yield glimX=logz3. 
First, suppose (x,r) EX. Then for some (xp,rp) E F’“6, (x,,, rp)/2P* (x,r). But 
(xp, ‘J E F ‘“+‘6 also, so (~~,rJ)/2~” + (x, r)/2 E X. Thus +XG X. Conversely, 
suppose (x, r) EX and Olr~+. Then for (-u,, fJ as above, for large p, rP<(+)zP, 
whence 
(xp, rP) E FZpm’ 6 and lim (.5,, rp)/2p-’ = (2x, 2r) E X. 
P--” 
Thus Xn {(x,r): r<+} c +X. A direct argument shows that the closed line segment 
from (0, +) to (+, +) lies in X and hence Xn {(x, r) : rl+} =+X. 
Since L’“6 assigns 1 to only 0 and Zp it is easy to see that FZp*‘6 assigns 1 only 
to integer vectors of three types: 
(i) (x,r) with Olr52+‘, XEL’G; 
(ii) (y, r) of form (y, r) =(x, r) + (0,29 where (x, r) has type (i); 
(iii) (y, r) of form (y, r) = (x, r) + (2!‘, 29 where (x, r) has type (i). 
As we let p -+ co, it follows that 
x = +xu t+x+ (0, -j)) u (?X+ (j, i)). 
This completes the argument that g dim(lim L) = log2 3. 
We remark that F2”6 resembles a mod 2 version of Pascal’s triangle. 
Example 4.3. Let n = 1. Define L : 3’ + Y1 by 
(Lo)(u)=o(u)+o(o-l)+c_1(u-2)mod2, for 0e.Z. 
Then L is linear and g dim(lim L) = logz( 1 + 6). 
The proof resembles that of Example 4.2 but is harder and requires a more 
elaborate version of Theorem 4.1. We omit it. 
Example 4.4. Let L: 9’ + 3’ be as in Example 4.3, let F be its graph, and 
let OE .Y2 assign one only to (0,O) and (-1, -1). Then it is easy to see that 
lim(li2P)F2”w is the convex hull of the points (O,O), (0, l), and (+2,1). Hence 
lim(l/2P)F2Pw#lim L. We conclude that in Theorem 3.1 it is essential that 
o E 9” and not merely o E ?‘+I. 
We conclude with a result showing that gdim(lim L) is a weaker invariant than 
is lim L. 
Theorem 4.5. Let q be a positive integer, L : 3” -) 3” be linear. Then 
g dim(lim L) = g dim(lim LQ). 
Proof. Let F be the graph of L, G the graph of Lq, X= lim L, Y = lim Lq. Suppose 
(x, r) E X. We shall show that (x, r/q) E Y. Since the map @ : (x, r)+(x, r/q) is a linear 
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homeomorphism of X onto a subset of Y, it will easily follow that g dim X= 
g dim @(X)5 g dim Y. To see that (x, r/q) E Y, choose (xP, rP) cF2”6 so that 
(~,,r~)/2~+(x,r). Choose mP so that mp is divisible by q and r,-q<m,sr,. 
There exists C independent of p and fp E L”‘p6 so that /Jxp- lpi1 5 C. Hence 
(t,, m,/q) E G2”6, and thus 
lim (f,, mp/q)/2P = (x, r/q) E Y. 
P-- 
Now we suppose (y,r)~ Y and we choose s so qs2’. We shall show that 
(u/2’, qr/2’) E X. Since the map v : (y, r) + (y/2’, qr/2s) is a linear homeomor- 
phism of Y onto a subset of X, it will follow g dim Y I g dim X. This will complete 
the proof. 
So suppose (yp,rp)cG2Pd satisfies (yp,rp)/2P-*(y,r). Then yp~LqrpB, so 
(up, qr,) E F2’*“6 and lim(u,, qrp)/2scp = (y/2’, qr/2’) E X. 0 
Remark. If L is as in Example 4.2, then gdim(limL3)=gdim(lim f.) = log2 3 by 
Theorem 4.5. It is obvious, however, that lim L3#lim L, since, for example, 
(3,l) E lim L3 via Lemma 3.4, while (3,l) B lim L. 
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